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Welcome to our December edition of Keeping up with

Alternative Investment Funds.

We’re doing things a little bit differently this month,

and have decided to do a compilation newsletter

running through some of the articles in the year

which highlight the key themes of 2021 and

potentially give us some guide to what we will be

seeing in 2022. If you’re going to read one KUAIF this

year, possibly with mulled wine and a mince pie, this

is the one.

The first two articles consider two of the key themes

in fund formation. These are continuation funds and

open ended funds. We’ve seen a significant number

of both in the market this year and expect to see

many going into 2022. The other fund formation

theme has been the boom (and bust) in SPACs. We

haven’t included anything on this here, but it will be

interesting to see if that trend has a resurgence in

2022.

The next pair of articles are about technology trends

which we have seen interest in from alternative asset

managers. These are a introduction to non-fungible

tokens and an article on the taxation of

cryptocurrency gains. Both of these have been hot

topics in 2021. Time will tell where both markets go in

2022.

Finally, keeping on trend, we have two ESG related

articles. The first is on the ESG impacts on taxation,

and the second on using ESG as a carried interest

metric. On the latter, we are still to see this used in the

market but it will be interesting to see if this becomes a

trend.

To support organisations with their response to the

ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, our

COVID-19 website will continue to feature the latest

guidance, updates, and details of how we can offer

help and support to businesses, from crisis scenario

planning, to cashflow management and cyber security.

Please do continue to reach out to your usual PwC

contacts if you would like to discuss any of the above,

and please do share your feedback with us if there is a

particular topic or issue you would like us to cover in

the future.

I hope you all have a very merry Christmas and a

happy New Year.

Kind regards,

Richard Thomson

PwC Alternative Investment Funds team
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Tax Administration and Maintenance Day

On 30 November 2021 HMRC published a large

number of papers under the collective title: Tax

Administration and Maintenance. As the name

suggests, there was a strong focus on

administration, although there were also some

substantive tax announcements, which we have

summarised below.

Transfer Pricing documentation requirements

HMRC have announced as part of the Tax

Administration and Maintenance Day that the

maintenance of an OECD-style Master File and

Local File for larger businesses will become

mandatory with effect from April 2023. At the same

time, plans to introduce an International Dealings

Schedule have been shelved for the time being,

and the proposal to introduce a detailed "evidence

log" (based on the PDCF requirement) has been

replaced with a new "Summary Audit Trail" (SAT)

proposal which would be a mandatory addition to

the local file summarising the work carried out to

arrive at conclusions and produce the file.

There will be a further consultation process in 2022

as draft legislation is developed, and HMRC have

said that detailed guidance in a number of areas

will be produced.

R&D regimes

The Government released further details on the

proposed changes to the R&D regimes. This

follows the recent consultation on how to improve

the R&D regimes to ensure the UK’s R&D

incentives are globally competitive.

Whilst the Autumn Budget provided some

headlines on the potential changes, the report

provides further clarity on what these will look like.

It is proposed to extend the eligible costs to include

datasets and cloud computing from April 2023,

however, claims of overseas costs will be

limited. In addition, a set of rules tackling abuse

included of the R&D regime will be introduced.

It is therefore fundamental that all claimants

understand how these changes will impact their

claims going forward, particularly given the

proposal for advance notification of R&D claims

and other requirements to help tackle abuse,

including the need to disclose the details of the

R&D agent who has advised on the R&D claim.

Proposed changes to R&D regimes from April 2023:

1. Inclusion of costs relating to licence payments

for datasets and cloud computing costs

2. Limiting costs of overseas R&D

3. Tackling abuse

4. Addressing anomalies

HMRC are welcoming responses to the R&D report

published with the deadline set for 8 February

2022. We would be delighted to discuss the potential

changes with you and support you with shaping your

response to the report if you wish to respond.

Government review of the OTS Capital Gains

Tax recommendation

In its response to OTS Capital Gains Tax Review,

the Government announced that out of 14

recommendations proposed by the OTS, five are

accepted and additional five are sent for further

consideration. The response pointed out valuable

contribution of the OTS, however, stated that the

impact of the policy trade-offs on taxpayers and

any additional administrative burden on HMRC

should be carefully considered by OTS when

providing recommendations.

Other announcements

• Spreading the transitional effects of accounting

changes for insurance contracts;

• Simplifying the VAT Land Exemption - summary

of the previous call for evidence;

• Landfill tax - a call for evidence on key features

of the tax;

• The responses from the Reform of the taxation

of securitisation companies were published;

• Business Rates - a technical consultation.

HMRC is taking responses until 22 February

2022.

• Making Tax Digital for Corporation Tax - a

follow-up to the previous consultation;

• A government response to the review of tax

administration for large business that was

announced in the Spring Budget;

• A report published on the effectiveness of the

Office of Tax Simplification

AIFMD draft legislative proposal

The EC has released the draft legislative proposals

as part of reforms to the Alternative Investment

Fund Managers Directive. The draft also amends

provisions in the UCITS Directive to align them with

the AIFMD, especially on delegation, liquidity tools

and depositaries. The proposed changes are

reviewed in PwC EMEA Brexit Update.
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What are they?

The secondaries market is one that has grown

significantly over the last 20 years, in line with the

growth in the alternatives primary market, and is

expected to continue to grow over the coming years.

This market focuses on the purchase and sale of

existing stakes in alternative investments and provides

investors a route to liquidity and increased flexibility in

managing their investment portfolio. As the secondaries

market has evolved over the years, one aspect that has

become increasingly popular is the continuation fund.

A continuation fund is a new fund structure set up with

the purpose of acquiring one or more portfolio

investments from existing funds with a view to such

assets continuing to be managed by the same

GP/Manager. Continuation funds may adopt a strategy

of maintaining existing assets (with potential for follow-

ons if appropriate) or look to expand the investment

base to acquire new assets over the life of the

continuation fund.

Investors in the existing fund(s) will usually be given an

option to sell their interests in the underlying assets or

rollover into the new continuation fund structure to

maintain their holding. Alongside the invitation for

rollover, the continuation fund will typically also seek

investment from new investors to replace the existing

investors that wish to cash out.

Why are they increasing in popularity?

Although the continuation fund model is not new, it has

become increasingly popular over the last few years,

with a number of contributing factors:

• A closed-ended fund may be nearing the end of its

life, but hasn’t been able to sell all its assets.

Liquidation of the existing fund would result in a

forced exit of the remaining portfolio, which may not

be the strategic preference if the manager feels there

are still meaningful opportunities for the portfolio

businesses to grow.

• Market uncertainty due to COVID-19 and Brexit that

has resulted in current asset valuation being sub-

optimal, where the expectation is that upcoming

stability in the market means there is strong potential

for future growth.

• Management may desire to free up investor

commitments in the existing fund so that they may

make commitments to a separate successor fund.

• A continuation fund can provide increased liquidity for

management in respect of their carried interest and

co-investment interest in the existing funds.

• Establishing a continuation fund may provide the

opportunity to establish an optimum mix of assets in

order to obtain sufficient capital to invest across the

portfolio (e.g. high risk balanced with low risk,

underperforming assets with potential for growth

alongside currently high performing assets).

In practice, the decision to set up a continuation fund will

often be based on multiple drivers, with a primary focus

on optimising investor returns.

What are the key tax, legal, regulatory and

commercial issues to consider?

From a tax perspective the key point to consider will be

whether the continuation fund will offer rollover investors

the right to invest on a tax neutral or tax net basis -

ensuring rollover investors are in a tax neutral position

may require specific pre-sale structuring, and a more

complex form of asset transfer from the existing fund to

the continuation fund.

In this regard, there is strong market demand for both

tax neutral and tax net rollovers albeit deal specific

drivers will include the size of the expected portfolio

being transferred, the assets which are the subject of the

transfer (i.e. whether equity, debt, derivatives, or a

combination), and the existing fund’s investor base. It

will also be important for the manager to understand the

level of existing fund investor rollover required in raising

the continuation fund, when ascertaining whether a tax

neutral position would be preferable to incentivise these

existing investors to reinvest.

From a legal perspective, obtaining a tax neutral rollover

will often raise its own challenges. As an example, fund

documentation may need to be analysed to understand if

a disproportionate distribution in specie will be possible

to bifurcate the underlying returns i.e. specifically

distribute assets to rollover investors and specifically

distribute sale proceeds to cashing out investors as

opposed to a proportionate split of assets and cash

across the whole pool. In addition some fund

agreements will not allow for the distribution in specie of

illiquid assets and hence consent to make an adjustment

to the agreement may be needed from investors.
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Another key point from a tax perspective to consider is

the new investor market may also be worth bearing in

mind. For example, large players in the secondaries

market may request exclusivity in the continuation fund

or a maximum continuation fund size, either of which

could limit admission of new investors.

The asset package to be held by the continuation fund

could also impact the attractiveness to new and existing

investors, with some houses offering specific incentives

such as the sale of a ‘strip’ of a high performing asset

alongside the main continuation fund asset pool. For

completeness, we would not expect a strip sale in this

way to be tax neutral on the basis this will be a

straightforward sale by an existing fund to the new

investors in the continuation fund.

On the transfer of assets into the continuation fund,

consideration should also be given to the implications of

changes in ownership (legal or beneficial) which could

trigger taxes at the portfolio level such as Stamp Duty,

real estate transfer taxes and non resident capital gains

tax (“NRCGT”); and the transfer to the continuation fund

could also adversely affect tax attributes within the

transferred portfolio companies e.g. operating tax losses

which become unusable due to the change in

ownership.

A key legal aspect of the continuation fund will be

managing conflicts of interest e.g. between selling

investors and rolling investors. Limited Partner Advisory

Committee involvement may be mandatory prior to

implementing a continuation fund strategy and in any

case may be helpful in order to provide protection to the

GP in this regard. Depending on the assets chosen for

transfer, a review of the contractual obligations at the

level of the investment may highlight other points to

consider such as tag-along rights and coinvestor

treatment. Other factors such as regulation at the

portfolio company level or additional

notification/disclosure considerations may result in a

transfer being prohibitive.

Care must also be taken to understand specific

restrictions that may be in place such as debt transfer

restrictions, management incentive scheme conditions,

change of control provisions or exit rights. In particular,

specific consent or notification requirements may

prevent a transfer from taking place without extensive

discussions at portfolio company level.

Financing can sometimes be overlooked but from a

practical perspective it is important to establish the

routing of cash from sale to reinvestment to ensure

appropriate liquidity as these will often be enacted on the

same day. Practical points to consider include:

1. Syndication - Will new investment in the continuation

fund be made as a syndication such that one LP

makes 100% commitment on closing followed by a

sell-down to other participating LPs post-closing, or

alternatively will all LPs make their investment on

closing in their final proportionate commitments.

Where a syndication style arrangement is not

desirable, consideration could be given to utilising a

daylight facility agreement or payment direction

letters as an alternative to ensure all parties

contribute their agreed final commitment proportion

on the same day.

2. Liquidity for rolling investors - Where rolling

investors are not admitted to the continuation fund

by way of an asset contribution (i.e. typically in a tax

neutral transaction) but rather are reinvesting cash

proceeds, this may require a distribution of ‘sale

proceeds’ on asset transfer to enable them to make

the re-investment in the continuation fund (or at least

thought to be given to netting/payment directions

such that cash need not actually flow). This may

also link in with the syndication considerations

above in terms of timing of expected distribution by

reference to closing.

3. Legal and tax steps - From a legal and tax

perspective, it is important to determine the steps for

routing of sales proceeds to ensure they flow up

appropriately from the relevant asset holding

structures out of the existing funds to investors. For

example, if transferring assets are being sold from

beneath holding structures which may have been

implemented by the existing fund some time ago, it

will be necessary to ensure that cash repatriation

mechanisms are fit for purpose.
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When structuring the continuation fund, as with any 

other new fund, it will be important to factor in the tax 

profile of the investors (whether new, or rollers from the 

existing fund) when devising the asset holding structure 

for the transferring investments e.g. taking into account 

investor jurisdiction treatment of the fund and asset 

holding structure under the relevant anti-hybrids 

legislation, or considering the proposed asset holding 

structure in respect of withholding tax (“WHT”) and the 

associated impact on the investors.

In respect of existing carried interest structures that will 

be impacted by the transfer, it should be highlighted that 

where a decision has been made that rollover will take 

place on a tax net basis we would expect reinvestment 

to be made net of tax on carry arising to the individuals 

as per the wider investor base. However, care should be 

taken where a tax neutral rollover is preferred and 

further thought will likely be needed in respect of 

structures in carry that will be impacted by the transfer.

Where a tax neutral rollover is pursued, the continuation 

fund waterfall mechanics will require further thought e.g. 

new investors may follow one waterfall where the asset 

valuation is reset as they are contributed to the 

continuation fund, whereas rollover investors may have 

a separate waterfall based on the prior fund mechanics 

or referable specifically to assets contributed in specie 

by the rolling investors. In some instances, a ‘middle 

ground’ may be determined whereby a single waterfall 

will be applied to the whole investor base of new and 

rollover investors.

The continuation fund itself may likely be viewed as a 

new scheme for the purposes of the Income Based 

Carried Interest (“IBCI”) rules, and with an average fund 

life of 4-5 years (as opposed to standard funds of around 

10 years) the implications of a weighted average holding 

period of less than 40 months should be considered.

Next steps for alternative investment funds 

The continuation fund is a strategy which has been 

growing in popularity and can be an attractive option for 

houses with funds nearing their end of life with assets 

expected to have significant growth opportunities in the 

coming years.

We would recommend managers consider their existing 

funds, assets and valuations alongside investor feedback 

and communications to determine if a continuation fund 

strategy may be appealing. Corporate finance advisors 

may also be able to provide an indication of the current 

market and help determine whether the expected growth 

in value of existing assets may exceed the current fund 

term.

Understanding the investor base for a continuation fund is 

crucial in determining the viability of the strategy from a 

commercial and tax perspective, and we would therefore 

recommend thinking through the level of reliance on 

existing investors which will also drive the ultimate 

decision on a tax neutral or net-of-tax rollover.

As a final point for consideration, we would highlight that 

transfers on a tax neutral basis may often rely on asset 

holding structures to be maintained from the old fund to 

the continuation fund - therefore if management has a 

desire to undertake an asset holding structure 

reorganisation this may not be feasible as part of a 

continuation fund setup without triggering some form of 

taxable event.

The PwC AIF team has extensive experience operating in 

the continuation fund market and the team members have 

collectively worked with clients to achieve transfers under 

all variables noted above. Please get in touch with your 

PwC team to discuss further, and we will be happy to 

assist.

Darren Docker
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Partner
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Senior Manager 
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Overview

On 7 May 2021, the UK Regulator issued a consultation

on a proposed new fund structure, the Long-Term Asset

Fund (“LTAF”), highlighting the increasing popularity in

Open-ended Funds.

The consultation sets out proposals for a new category

of authorised Open-ended Fund, the LTAF. This is

designed to enable authorised funds to be set up to

invest efficiently in long-term illiquid assets in the

Alternative Investment Fund space e.g. venture capital,

private equity, private debt and infrastructure.

Why is this relevant?

• Open-ended Funds are growing in popularity as seen

by the new consultation by Financial Conduct

Authority to launch a new category of open ended

fund called the LTAF.

• Different to “traditional” Close-ended Fund structure

as there are no fixed term or capital quotas and

returns are usually paid based on the NAV value of

the underlying investments.

• Open-ended Funds provide the flexibility to invest on

a long-term basis and can help align with being able

to grow portfolio companies more sustainably. These

types of funds may become more popular given the

ESG demands being placed upon many managers.

• There are a number of considerations to bear in

mind, particularly when looking at valuation of

investments and the incentivisation of investment

professionals providing services to these funds.

Why the interest in Open-ended Funds

Whilst the LTAF is part of an overall UK policy objective

to grow and strengthen the international competitiveness

of UK investment funds in a sustainable manner; open-

ended funds have been growing in popularity for some

time.

Unlike traditional Closed-ended Funds in the Alternative

Investment Fund sector that have finite terms,

investment periods and capital commitments, Open-

ended Funds (or evergreen, fixed/permanent capital

vehicles) have no fixed term (operating in perpetuity

unless actively terminated), as a result capital can be

raised or repaid on an ongoing basis (i.e. there are no

fixed capital quotas).

The core advantage of Open-ended Funds is this

flexibility; having an open-ended termination date

coupled with the ability to continually raise (and return)

capital allows fund managers to focus on long-term

capital appreciation.

When taking into account ESG, this is increasingly

important as the long-term investment horizon is often in

alignment with investee companies that are looking to

grow their businesses sustainably.

Investors in Open-ended Funds will invest their capital

on admission typically based on the Net Asset Value

(“NAV”) of the underlying assets. This allows investors

to put in capital at various points in time. Management

fees are usually based on the NAV of the fund or the

investors’ capital account balance and not a percentage

of the capital committed.

Due to the long-term nature of investments, investors

can withdraw capital based on the NAV value of their

investment (subject to any fees or penalties which might

apply). Therefore, Open-ended Funds need to match the

underlying liquidity of the assets in which they invest

with the redemption terms that they offer to investors.

The NAV basis is also often used when incentivising

investment professionals in these funds as carried

interest is based on the market value of securities

compared to carried interest calculated on realised

profits on the disposal of investments.
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The challenges of Open-ended Funds

Whilst Open-ended Funds are an attractive option for

many investors and fund managers alike, there can be

challenges, particularly around valuation, liquidity and

the incentivisation of investment professionals.

Using NAV as the basis of valuation requires

transparency, fairness and consistency in approach.

From a tax perspective there are a number of other

points to consider:

Awards of carried interest

The Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) between

the BVCA and HMRC considers the income tax

treatment of Venture Capital and Private Equity Limited

Partnerships and Carried Interest. More specifically it

looks at where securities are acquired by employees by

reason of an employment and how the legislation on

such awards (Employment Related Securities (“ERS”)

legislation) applies.

Where a fund structure/waterfall demonstrates the

characteristics set out in the MOU and the carry is

acquired before the fund makes its first investment or, if

acquired after the fund has made investments, the

aggregate value of the fund’s investments has not

increased above their aggregate acquisition cost at that

time, then the carry would be MOU compliant.

Where carry is MOU compliant, the initial unrestricted

market value ("IUMV") of the carried interest (within the

meaning of Chapter 2 of Part 7 of ITEPA 2003) shall be

taken as the amount actually paid for it.

Therefore, there would be no PAYE or NIC implications

on the award of the carry (or at a later date when

restrictions are lifted). Consequently, no valuation would

need to be undertaken. However, the awards to

employees would still need to be reported on an annual

basis (online reporting previously known as Form 42),

and the employee and employer should ideally enter into

a protective joint election under s.431 ITEPA 2003

(within 14 days of the award).

The structure of an Open-ended Fund is different to that

contemplated by the MOU e.g. in terms of the pay-out

model, close period, capital commitments and typical

management fee terms. However, it is important to bear

in mind that the MOU is nearly 18 years old and there

has been a great change in landscape since these

guidelines were agreed. Therefore, whilst the MOU

acknowledges that there may be other structures to that

laid out in the memorandum and that they reserve the

right to disapply the guidelines where there are material

deviations from the structure of the arrangements,

whether HMRC would agree that Open-ended Funds fall

within the safe harbour of the MOU remains to be seen.

If the structure of the fund does not fit the conditions of

the MOU and/or the carry is awarded after the fund has

made its initial investment and the aggregate value has

increased over the aggregate acquisition cost, then

PAYE and NIC would be due on the difference between

the IUMV (assuming a 431 election had been made),

and the price paid for the carried interest.

This would mean that a valuation would usually be

required to determine the IUMV amount and potentially

an upfront tax cost to any employees. Therefore,

dependent on the commercial terms of an Open-ended

Fund (and coupled with the interaction with the

Disguised Investment Management Fee (“DIMF”),

carried interest and income based carried interest

(“IBCI”) rules), a traditional, direct carried interest award

in the fund may not be appropriate in all circumstances.

Returns of carried interest

The introduction of the DIMF rules and the associated

carried interest and IBCI rules increased the complexity

in the tax treatment of returns to individuals providing

investment management services.

Traditional Close-ended Funds that fall within the safe

harbour of the MOU are often said to meet the “MOU

carry” definition under the carried interest rules (s809

EZD ITA 2007) This does not mean that the fund meets

all of the conditions set-out in the MOU, but rather that

the carry is paid out of profits only after investors have

received a return of all or substantially all of their

investment plus a hurdle of not less than 6%.

The definition of “profits” in this context includes

unrealised profits. This would appear to be helpful in the

context of Open-ended Funds (i.e. because carry is paid

based on the NAV of the underlying assets as opposed

to on disposition of investments), however due to the

commercial structure and nature of open-ended funds, it

may not be possible for the carried interest to meet the

“MOU carry” definition on the basis that the carry may be

triggered prior to the investors receiving all or

substantially all of their investment and/or the absence

of a hurdle of at least 6%.
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Therefore, carried interest from Open-ended Funds

would need to rely on the more subjective definition as

set out s809EZC ITA 2007.

In other words, the carried interest would meet the

definition of carry (and therefore not be subject to tax as

DIMF) only to the extent that the sum arises by way of

profit related return and that there is significant risk that

a sum would not arise to an individual (“significant risk

carry”). This would need to be tested not only upon grant

of the carried interest award but also should there be a

material change to the arrangements.

Care is therefore required to monitor the arrangements,

with less flexibility to make adjustments throughout the

life of the fund.

Even if carried interest meets the definition of carry

under either the “MOU carry” or “significant risk” carry

definitions (and therefore should be subject to capital

gains tax at 28%), there can be additional complexity in

determining the underlying taxable nature of the carried

interest returns. The extent to which this is relevant will

vary from fund to fund and will depend on the tax status

of the investment professionals and the terms in place to

facilitate the payment of the carried interest to them.

Income Based Carried Interest

Open-ended funds may also face additional complexity

in relation to the IBCI rules, particularly in the early

stages of a fund.

The IBCI rules apply to carried interest sums that arise

from funds where the weighted average holding period

of the assets giving rise to the carried interest is less

than 40 months. If carried interest is classified as IBCI,

the sums are either fully or partially subject to tax as

DIMF (income tax and NIC at rates of up to 47%). It

should be noted that these rules do not apply to the

extent that the carried interest is an ERS (and therefore

are more likely to apply to LLP members).

Investment professionals that are within the scope of the

IBCI rules often rely on claiming the conditional

exemption in relation to carried interest sums that arise

in the early stages of a fund where the WAHP of the

fund investments is less than 40 months.

Provided that the carry waterfall is based on a realisation

model, it is possible to rely on the conditional exemption

for 10 years from the day on which the fund starts to

invest.

However, this is reduced to only 4 years where carried

interest arises before external investors are repaid all or

substantially of their investment. Therefore, participants

in open-ended funds may find that they can only rely on

the conditional exemption for a limited period of time.

There are many other complexities which can arise in

the practical operation of open ended funds which need

to be carefully thought through; for example, where a

Fund is able to reinvest income or gains back into the

portfolio and the administration around different

investors leaving and joining the Fund at different times.

Laura Morris 

Director 

M: +44 (0) 7868 735963

E: laura.morris@pwc.com

Next steps for alternative investment funds 

As can be seen from this article, Open-ended Funds are 

an attractive offering in the market due to the flexibility 

and the ability to invest in the long-term in a more 

sustainable way.

However, when implementing Open-ended Funds, there 

are a number of areas that differ to traditional close ended 

funds and therefore care should be taken when looking to 

move to this type of arrangement.
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Non-fungible tokens (‘NFTs’) have garnered a great deal

of attention so far this year, largely thanks to a number

of headline-grabbing sales. If you’ve seen any of those

headlines, you’ll probably know that a piece of digital art,

or rather, an NFT attached to that digital art, fetched a

price of $69 million, and even the first ever tweet has

commanded in excess of $1 million.

But what does the buyer of an NFT actually own? The

short answer is that they have bought a ‘token’, or a

piece of digitised data, which verifies their ownership of

the original version of an asset, often a digital creation.

This could be artwork, a video, a piece of music, or more

or less anything that can be contained within a digital

file. In this sense, an NFT is comparable to a certificate

of authenticity, or the title deed to a property, insofar as

the holder can use it to verify both their ownership and

the originality of a specific asset. If an NFT is sold to

another party, a ‘block’ is added to the blockchain which

signals that the new owner now holds the token and the

associated (usually digital) asset.

In this way, NFTs are simply another example, besides

cryptocurrencies, of the way in which blockchain

technology facilitates and permanently records the

transferral of assets from one party to another. The

majority of NFT transactions are carried out on the

Ethereum blockchain, where the cryptocurrency of

exchange is Ether.

So what makes it non-fungible?

Non-fungibility refers to the originality of the asset which

is owned. Fungible assets are those which are mutually

interchangeable with other, identical items without any

impact on the value of what is held by the owner.

Currencies, including cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin,

are in this sense fungible assets; an owner of one

Bitcoin would be able to exchange it for a different

Bitcoin without it impacting the value of their holding. An

NFT, while it does not prevent the digital file from being

copied and distributed, permanently verifies which

version is the original. The creator uploads the original

digital file to a database and verifies its authenticity and

originality, before ‘minting’ a token on the blockchain

which is irrevocably mapped to the verified original file.

As a result, the original is distinguishable from any

copies, and value can be attached to its originality,

making it ‘non-fungible’.

What are the commercial applications?

Some of the more extreme examples mentioned above

may initially seem trivial. But as with almost all emerging

technologies, it would be premature to write NFTs off for

good as an ephemeral craze, and it is not impossible to

imagine that they could fundamentally change how asset

ownership is recorded and transacted.

For a start, one advantage of using blockchain

technology is that the original creator of an asset can

place permanent conditions on all future sales of a

particular NFT, such as a minimum price or the payment

of royalties to the creator. As a result, the creation and

monetisation of patents, for example, could be

fundamentally altered by the ease and cost efficiency

offered by NFTs as a means of recording and

transacting intellectual property (‘IP’). The substantial

amount of IP which is created every year by Alternative

Investment Funds could therefore be much more

effectively protected and commercialised with NFTs,

smart contracts and other emerging technologies.

Land and real estate is another market with the potential

to be transformed by NFTs and similar technology. The

efficiency and relative administrative ease which NFTs

would offer buyers and sellers of real estate assets is a

clear catalyst for their more widespread adoption over

the long term. Not only can they be used as easily

verifiable legal marks of ownership of physical property

assets, but the convergence of NFTs with the broader

digitisation of the real estate market through burgeoning

income streams such as virtual reality experiences could

add an entirely new dimension to land and property as

investment assets.

Non-fungible tokens: everything you need to know 
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Operational considerations

NFTs, just like other digital assets such as Bitcoin, bring a

host of operational complexity, given their status as novel

asset classes not just for taxpayers and market-makers,

but for tax authorities and regulators as well.

• Any disposal of an NFT will necessitate careful

consideration of the token’s location for tax purposes,

and all associated gains will need to be brought within

the charge to tax based on local treatment of crypto

assets. The tax treatment of these assets is not

globally uniform and local advice on the location and

treatment should always be sought. In HMRC’s

recently updated Crypto guidance, they have confirmed

their view that NFTs are separately identifiable

chargeable assets.

• Since NFTs are often purchased using

cryptocurrencies such as Ether, buying NFTs could

also cause a taxable disposal of a crypto asset, and

the same considerations regarding location and

precise tax treatment will need to be assessed.

• Crypto assets, and particularly less mature ones such

as NFTs, frequently fall outside the usual regulatory

parameters which govern other assets such as

commodities and securities. New regulatory and anti-

money laundering regimes are likely to be devised and

come into force over the course of the coming years.

As these regimes mature, Alternative Investment

Funds will need to ensure ongoing compliance with all

registrations and permissions which they are required

to seek if they are to enter the NFT market.

James Stewart

Director

M: +44 (0) 7469 033107 

E:james.w.stewart@pwc.com

Next steps for alternative investment funds 

We are still in the very early stages of the emergence of 

NFTs as a technological tool, let alone an established 

asset class. However, with institutional involvement in the 

crypto space increasing rapidly, it is certainly conceivable 

that NFTs could become an important part of digital asset 

portfolios in the not too distant future. Alternative 

Investment Funds will need to ensure they are 

operationally set up to deal with the challenges brought 

by emerging asset classes such as NFTs. A clearer 

picture of the future landscape for such assets, in the UK 

at least, is likely to emerge once the outcome of HM 

Treasury’s consultation into the UK regulatory approach 

to crypto assets is released. As the regulatory framework 

around these assets is solidified, Alternative Investment 

Funds involvement in this market is only likely to increase 

further, and the tax and regulatory implications will need 

to be understood in full.
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Whilst to date there is no statutory legislation governing

the taxation of crypto assets, HMRC published guidance

in 2018, which was updated as recently as March 2021,

outlining their views on how cryptocurrencies should be

treated for UK tax purposes.

HMRC’s guidance largely focuses on the taxation of the

more common ‘exchange tokens’ – crypto assets which

are mainly intended to be used as virtual currencies, but

are now mostly used as investment opportunities and

are traded on cryptocurrency exchanges.

Given the heightened activity around cryptocurrency, we

expect HMRC to pay close attention to any tax return

which reports cryptocurrency gains. We understand,

HMRC is also working with crypto exchanges to share

information about individuals who may be liable to tax on

crypto asset gains. It is therefore imperative that anyone

investing in crypto assets are aware of their reporting

obligations.

In this article we have set out HMRC’s views and some

of the key discussion areas we are seeing in the market

regarding the personal tax implications associated with

exchange tokens.

Capital gains tax

HMRC views cryptocurrency as a new type of intangible

asset rather than cash or a currency. For individuals,

there is no specific intangibles regime, and intangibles

are taxed under the capital gains tax regime. This is

based on the Crypto asset Task Force report that was

first jointly published by the FCA, Bank of England and

HM Treasury in 2018. As a result, and based on the fact

that crypto is generally held for capital appreciation,

HMRC treats most profits as liable to capital gains tax.

HMRC’s guidance goes on to suggest that there is a

very high bar for what would constitute ‘trading’

cryptocurrencies (more on this below) but it is important

to review the facts and determine the position on a case

by case basis.

The general tax principles are largely the same as for

any physical asset, and HMRC would expect an

individual to pay capital gains tax on any gain realised

on disposal of a crypto asset, where a disposal includes

but is not limited to:

• Exchanging the coin for another coin

• Exchanging the coin for fiat (government backed)

currency

• Exchanging the coin for goods and services

• Gifting the coin (unless to a spouse or qualifying

charity).

There is a risk that many individuals will have realised

capital gains without knowing it, and without necessarily

having received any cash for their cryptocurrencies. This

could make calculating and paying their capital gains tax

liability difficult when it becomes due (e.g. on 31 January

2022 for the 2020/21 tax year).

Calculating the gain

Applying the existing share matching rules to crypto

assets becomes complex very quickly, as these rules

are not necessarily fit for this particular purpose. Each

exchange token requires its own pool, and each

exchange of assets is a disposal for the purposes of

pooling/matching and calculating gains. With multiple

buy, sells and exchanges, the exercise can quickly

become unmanageable.

There are apps and tax software that can assist with

preparing the tax pools for the taxpayer, but as the

pooling rules were not introduced with this type of asset

in mind, the apps do not come without risk or potential

problems. The apps rely on a certain level of data being

available, which on some exchanges and platforms may

not be readily available. The apps can’t always account

for a number of different wallets being owned by the

same taxpayer, and may tax transfers between wallets

as disposals, whereas no disposal has actually taken

place. Whilst it is therefore possible to use these apps,

caution must be taken as the taxpayer is ultimately

responsible for making a correct return.

As with other assets which are subject to capital gains

tax, there are some allowable costs that can be offset

against the receipts from disposing of crypto assets,

such as the cost of the asset and transaction or

exchange fees. Under general principles it might seem

quite obvious but as anyone who has been trading in

cryptocurrency frequently enough will be aware, an

exchange fee can arise in many different scenarios.

HMRC has set out very specific guidance for these

scenarios to identify when exchange fees are and are

not allowable, and the guidance should be consulted

when filing self-assessment tax returns.

The location of crypto assets

Crypto assets by their very nature are decentralised and

digital in nature and do not have a physical location.

However, determining the situs (or location) of these

assets is nevertheless important for UK resident but

non-UK domiciled (‘UKRND’) individuals.
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HMRC’s view is that crypto assets are situated for tax

purposes, ‘wherever the beneficial owner is resident’.

This means that if a taxpayer is a UK tax resident, then

his exchange tokens are also UK situs. We believe this

view may be an oversimplification, and the position

needs to be considered on a case by case basis taking

into account all the specific facts.

What this means for UKRND individuals

Firstly, this means that in HMRC’s view, a UK resident,

non-domiciled (‘UKRND’) individual will not be able to

use the remittance basis of taxation for crypto assets

and therefore they will be subject to capital gains tax on

the disposal of crypto assets even if the proceeds are

not repatriated to the UK.

Secondly, if a UKRND individual purchases crypto

assets (e.g. using non-UK income and gains), he may

inadvertently be treated as remitting these funds to the

UK on the acquisition of the crypto asset. This would be

the case even if the transaction took place wholly

offshore.

HMRC have not provided any guidance in respect of

how these rules will be applied retrospectively, and

therefore any UKRND individual may wish to consider

how HMRC guidance applies to them both historically

and going forward.

A UKRND individual may also find that his exposure to

UK inheritance tax has significantly increased. An

individual's UK tax residence status generally has no

direct bearing on his exposure to inheritance tax – it

normally follows domicile and location of the asset. If

HMRC’s interpretation is correct, then UKRND

individuals will need to consider their exposure to

inheritance tax on their crypto assets and further

planning may be required.
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Income tax

HMRC would not expect to see many cases of

individuals trading crypto assets. However, where this is

the case, they should expect to be subject to income tax

and NICs rather than capital gains tax. The relevant

tests to determine if a person is trading includes for

example; whether there is a profit making motive; the

number and frequency of transactions, and the

significance of the numbers involved.

The guidance is however clear that individuals who

make profits from mining, staking or airdrops will be

subject to income tax. It will be important to ensure that

the profit is calculated correctly where this is the case.

Looking ahead for UK taxpayers

Investors and computer engineers are continually

looking at new things they can do with crypto assets and

the UK tax authorities, professional advisers as well as

investors in such assets will need to keep abreast of

these changes.

The latest guidance from HMRC helps to explain their

views, but there is far more to do to firm up the UK tax

position of cryptocurrencies. Without legislation in place,

uncertainties will continue.

Professional bodies and industry representatives are

also increasingly conscious of the impact this can have

in particular on the UKRND population of the UK who

may be caught by these potentially over-simplified rules,

and are hoping to continue engagement with the tax

authorities.

Therefore, any individuals who venture to invest in

crypto assets are strongly recommended to obtain

appropriate advice and maintain appropriate records.

Next steps for alternative investment funds

For alternative investment funds that invest in crypto

assets, it is important that they seek professional advice

when it comes to correctly reporting cryptocurrency gains.

HMRC would not expect many taxpayers to be trading

cryptocurrencies, so most receipts should be subject to

capital gains tax. Where individuals are involved in

activities such as mining, staking and airdrops, profits are

likely to be subject to income tax and possibly national

insurance contributions.

Calculating the gain is not as straightforward as it seems,

and taxpayers will need to understand what constitutes a

disposal, what costs are allowable and how to calculate

the gain using the share pooling and matching rules.

The fact that HMRC consider that all crypto assets held

by UK residents are all UK situs has a significant impact,

particularly for non-UK domiciled individuals. If this

position is correct, this could trigger additional tax

charges on both acquisition and sale. Such taxpayers

may wish to review their position and if necessary

consider further tax planning opportunities to reduce

future UK tax liabilities.

George Nixon
Senior Associate

M: +44 (0)7841 073769

E: george.a.nixon@pwc.com

Kam Dhillon
Senior Manager

M: +44 (0)7985 439639

E: kam.dhillon@pwc.com 
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One of the most frequent topics of conversations across

the Alternative Investments market through 2020 was

Environmental, Social and Governance considerations,

or Sustainable Investing (in this article we have adopted

“ESG” as the term of choice). Whilst the topic is not new,

it continues to gather momentum, and there are

developments which have pushed this up the agenda.

In this article we give an overview of some of the areas

in which the ESG conversation overlap with tax, and

practical examples of how investors and managers are

building tax considerations into their ESG approach.

What does ESG mean?

ESG is a term coined circa 2005, which can be

summarised as referring to the impact of a person or

organisation upon the community in which it operates.

The term encapsulates an overall view of the impact,

and the approach which a person or organisation takes

to be mindful of this impact, and to seek to adopt positive

behaviours.

ESG is, however, a term which different people

understand to mean different things, and many in the

Asset Management community instead use the term

Sustainable. Therefore in discussions in relation to these

topics, it is important to ensure a shared understanding

of how others are using the terms. It is no weakness of

the ESG concept that it is open to different

interpretations.

It is perhaps no coincidence that much of the focus to

date in relation to ESG has been upon the first of the

three words, being Environment. Sustainable investment

funds typically look at environmental impact first, as this

has been the factor which can perhaps be most readily

quantified, and which has been highly visible through the

media and governmental policy setting. The other

aspects, however, are coming increasingly into focus.

Tax as an ESG factor

During 2020, the World Economic Forum released a

report setting out its views upon what ESG means, and

how businesses are to be evaluated. Included in this

report was a comment upon the use of Tax as a metric

for considering the overall ESG status of a business.

The report states that tax should be measured by

reference to the total tax borne by a business. There are

expanded metrics referred to in the report which relate to

the total taxes collected, and also a geographic analysis

of such data.

That tax would be an ESG metric is perhaps not

surprising - the collection and payment of tax is one of

the most immediate and visible ways in which

businesses contribute to their communities. There has

been an increase in recent years in media attention paid

to those businesses that are perceived to be paying an

insufficient amount of tax, and initiatives such as the EU

blacklist which challenge the use of low tax jurisdictions.

Furthermore there is a natural connection with those

measures which are leading to increased transparency

in tax reporting, such as GRI 207 and the UK’s

requirements relating to publishing a tax strategy. It

should be anticipated that more information upon the tax

affairs of companies will be publicly available in the

future.
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How does this affect the Alternative Investment

Funds sector?

Investors are clearly now viewing ESG as part of their

investment strategy. For certain investors, and notably

pension schemes, this is being driven by regulation. UK

pension schemes are being compelled to consider ESG

as part of their investment strategy. Pension schemes

are now routinely seeking to check the ESG credentials,

including tax, as part of their selection process. This

ESG focus applies equally to the investment strategy

and to the position of the supplier.

We have seen a marked shift in the level of information

which managers publish in relation to their ESG /

sustainability credentials. These credentials, which now

need to include tax aspects, are being held out as a

distinctive point of strength by many managers.

The more difficult aspect is how to evaluate and

understand the nature of the tax ESG credentials of

investee companies / at investment fund level. Whilst

there is a shift towards more public data, this has the

potential to be a labour intensive exercise.

In recent weeks we have seen in the industry press that

at least one sovereign wealth fund has chosen to divest

from a number of companies where it did not consider

that the approach to tax was appropriate. Such

investment decisions may become more commonplace,

which could exert pressure upon the value of an

investment.

Finally in this regard, Luxembourg has recently

announced a reduced taxe d’abonnement which will be

available to funds which can demonstrate that

sustainable assets comprise a certain proportion of the

total assets of a fund. The mechanism for accessing this

reduced rate, and the level of verification that assets are

sustainable, is still somewhat unclear at the time of

preparing this article (early March 2021), and affected

funds and managers will watch this space with interest.

The use of a targeted tax measure specific to the

investment management sector to encourage ESG

investment is certainly a noteworthy development.

Next steps for alternative investment funds

The above provides an introduction to some of the 

considerations in relation to tax and ESG, but by no 

means all of them. More can be expected in 2021 and 

beyond, but it is reasonable to anticipate that diligence 

over the ESG credentials, including tax ESG credentials, 

will become par for the course within the foreseeable 

future.

This starts, however, with defining what is meant by tax 

and ESG for your organisation, and how the organisation 

will build tax ESG considerations into the investment 

approach.

If you would like to discuss tax and ESG, and what we 

are seeing across the market, please reach out to your 

regular account team.

Daniel Evans

Director

M: +44 (0) 7595 611440 E: 

daniel.evans@pwc.com

James Stewart
Director

M: +44 (0) 7469 033107

E: james.w.stewart@pwc.com
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As alternative investment funds continue to align

themselves with environmental, social and governance

(“ESG”) metrics to; attract new investment, measure

portfolio returns and achieve a wider sustainable

socioeconomic model, so too might alternative

investment fund executives find their remuneration and

in particular their carried interest returns become at least

in part driven by ESG metrics in the not too distant

future. In this article we look at how ESG carried interest

might be measured (and on what ESG factors), the

mechanics of a ‘typical’ scheme and if ESG carried

interest is a necessary carrot or an attempt to

greenwash.

How fund managers design reliable and robust ESG

incentive schemes including ESG carried interest is a

fundamental part of this discussion. Given the fluid and

importantly developing nature of ESG metrics and the

period over which a carried interest scheme generally

vests it would seem unfair if the ‘ESG hurdles’ could

somehow shift over time. As such, determining: what

constitutes ‘best-in-class’ vs ‘minimum requirements’ for

a scheme; whether an external ESG index will be used;

if metrics are appropriate in certain geographies; and

what investors will accept/demand will be part of this

conversation.

The promoters of ESG policies argue ESG carried

interest is a ‘line in the sand’ to align the activities of

fund managers to ESG policies, by financially

incentivising managers who meet certain targets and

potentially penalising those who do not. The promoters

hope to enact behavioural change and a mindset shift

across deep pools of capital within portfolios spanning

both geographies and industry sectors. In turn, and

following the “doing well by doing good” adage,

alignment of ESG policies with investing decisions

should generate better returns, thus a win-win for

investors and managers alike.

However, focusing purely on returns for a moment, given

this is arguably what (at least for now) an alternative

investment fund manager is measured on, those in the

anti-ESG camp argue ESG focused investing is

unnecessary. Returns are created through either the

generation of greater than expected cash flows over

time, or realising assets bought at a cheap price

therefore if the ‘doing well by doing good’ adage is

correct shouldn’t managers already be incentivised to

follow ESG focused strategies? In addition if the result of

ESG strategies is that the cost of capital for “bad” ESG

companies becomes prohibitively expensive as fewer

managers are willing to invest, then perhaps being one

of a smaller pool of capital providers gives a better

return on investment and therefore generates more

performance based returns which outweigh the ESG

penalties a manager might face for making the

investment. Clearly this simplistic approach ignores the

other impacts of ESG focused investment, including

attracting new investment, and achieving wider

sustainable socioeconomic models.
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Functional Operation

The alternatives industry and particularly those funds

aligned to long term asset holding strategies and policy

have long remunerated and incentivised staff using

carried interest schemes where cash is paid to fund

managers after a financial hurdle rate has been met,

usually on a whole fund or deal by deal model. Putting

aside the views of those who believe ESG is already

included in the existing carried interest hurdle and

assuming ESG performance metrics become part of the

alternatives industry incentive schemes including carried

interest the question remains how this might functionally

operate.

Introducing an ESG performance metric into the carried

interest scheme could feasibly be effected through an

ESG hurdle, this would mean any carried interest is

conditional upon meeting ESG metrics before or after a

financial performance hurdle has been met. What those

hurdle’s might be and when they are determined remain

open questions as discussed. Alternatively the quantum

of carried interest could be determined by the attainment

of certain ESG objectives with agreed adjustment factors

for positive or negative results, again the weighting of

these factors is clearly subjective and as technology and

social policy changes there is a risk that over the life of a

fund today’s positive adjustment factor becomes

tomorrow's negative. Finally a ratchet arrangement

could be put in place where ESG metrics unlock

additional carried interest.

Tax

Finally from a UK tax perspective we would expect

investors to continue to require minimum financial

performance hurdles to be met before an ESG

mechanism triggers payment of carried interest.

Therefore it isn't expected that the introduction of an

ESG carried interest hurdle/metric would impact the

current tax treatment of carried interest returns subject

to the existing legislative definition of carried interest

being met. However, if ESG performance somehow

resulted in early payments of carried interest before

financial hurdles were met or in the event that tax

authorities determined the payments were no longer

profit related this could impact the tax treatment of such

returns.

Next steps for alternative investment funds 

As ESG factors continue to dominate the AIF industry, 

questions will be asked as to how managers are being 

incentivised to align investor demand to investment policy 

and decision making processes. Whether the decision 

lies with an investor coming into a fund to decide where

their money is placed based on the offering memorandum 

and trust managers to follow ESG focused policies to get 

the best returns or whether it is a fund’s responsibility to 

force the hand of managers to follow certain parameters 

is an important question. ESG carried interest clearly 

forms part of the debate but implementing it properly will 

be a challenge!
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